
HUMPS, BUMPS OR RUMBLES… 
TRAFFIC CALMING, DOES IT WORK?



INTRODUCTION (BACKGROUND INFORMATION & RATIONALE)

Many parking lots and streets that we drive on have speed bumps but they are not all the same size. 
This made me wonder why and are some more useful than others?  After researching speed bumps, I 
realized they are called Traffic Calming Devices and there are several types.  For this experiment I chose 
to work with speed bumps, speed humps, and rumble strips.  

My research brought me to Newton’s Third Law, Einstein’s equation E=mc2, the formula for velocity, 
and had me doing a lot of math! For all of these laws, theories and formulas to work, I first had to find a 
way to keep the car’s speed potential the same.  The pull-back (motor) toy car seemed like the perfect 
choice.  Secondly, I needed to make sure the traffic calming devices were as close to actual size just 
scaled down, as possible.  The following slide will help explain this.



BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RATIONALE

Newton’s Third Law explained
“For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.”
This experiment is an example of Interaction Force Pairs.  There is a moving car 
and a still (non-moving) structure. What happens when the car interacts with the 
traffic calming device?

Einstein’s E=mc2 explained
What this equation is saying is that energy equals mass multiplied by the speed of light squared. In theory, the 
car and the traffic calming device being tested both have their own energy. So, what happens when the energy 
of the car collides with the energy of the traffic calming device? This is an interesting theory to play with, 
however it did not bring much relevant use in this real life example. As stated in the article I read on PBS, an 
average paperclip when weighed and the weight input into this formula, would have (by theory) the same 
amount of energy as the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima.

Formula for velocity
Velocity is the speed that an object is traveling.  This is 
calculated by dividing the distance traveled by the time it took 
to travel that distance.  V=d/t.



BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RATIONALE

Creating As Close to True Size Traffic Calming Devices As Possible
In order to create the traffic calming devices used in the experiment in as close to accurate size as possible, I first had to find the scale 
size.  Understanding that, I came up with a conversion factor to take real life measurements and bring them down to the size needed for 
the experiment.  Originally I was going to use a pull-back toy school bus, so my conversion factor is set off that.

The conversion factor (CF) as determined by using the measurements of a toy school bus and converting that to actual size I 
determined that multiplying all measurements of the toy bus by 76.8 would get the bus to real life size.  Therefore the height of a speed 
bump (varies between 3”-6”) and speed hump (varies between 2”-4”) divided by the conversion factor of 76.8 allowed for the test track 
speed bump and speed hump to be created in as close to correct size as possible.  The answer came to such a small number that it was 
decided that millimeters (mm) was the appropriate unit of measure to be used. There are 25.4mm per inch.  The formula is as follows:

Actual height / CF = X
X multiplied by 25.4=height of test object 

*example: 6” / 76.8 = 0.078”
0.078 x 25.4 = 1.98mm



RESEARCH (QUESTION / PROBLEM)

Why are there so many types of traffic calming devices, and which one works the best?

*hint: speed bumps are found on the road, speed humps are found in parking lots, and rumble strips are found 
on the side of the roadway.



Step one put the car at 
the black line and start 
the video.

Step two pull back the 
car to where it says 
start.

Step three release the 
car, video tape the test 
trial, and review video.

RESEARCH (PROCEDURE)
The controlled variables are engine power, car, and road condition. The changed variable is the type of traffic calming device.

I used 1 toy Jeep and made four different tracks. First I tested the Jeep on a track before attaching the traffic calming device 
(rumble strips) to see how fast the Jeep would go with nothing in its way.  Then, I tested the Jeep on the three tracks with traffic 
calming devices to see how it would react to a speed bump, speed hump, and rumble strips.  

I video recorded all my test drives for evidence and to use in calculating the speed of the Jeep.



RESULTS AND DATA VISUALIZATION

BASELINE DATA: 

Tria
l 1: 1.94 seconds

Tria
l 2: 1.86 seconds

Tria
l 3: 1.96 seconds

SPEED BUMP DATA:

Tria
l 1: 2

.12 seconds

Tria
l 2

: 2
.22 seconds

Tria
l 3: 2

.17 seconds

RUMBLE STRIP 

DATA:
Trial 1: 1.95 seconds

Trial 2: 1.84 seconds

Trial 3: 2.07 seconds

SPEED HUMP DATA:

Trial 1: 2.56 seconds

Trial 2: 2/01 seconds

Trial 3: 2.07 seconds

CALCULATIONS: 
Using the equation (V=D/T) (the number of seconds in an hour {3600}) / (the number of inches in a mile {63,360}).  This first 

calculates the inches per second the car traveled, then converts that into miles per hour (MPH).
BASELINE:

V=71/1.94 V=71/1.86 V=71/1.96
V=36.59 in/sec V=38.17 in/sec V=36.22 in/sec
MPH=(36.59 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(38.17 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(36.22 x 3600)/63,360
MPH=2.07 MPH=2.16 MPH=2.05

SPEED BUMP:
V=71/2.12 V=71/2.22 V=71/2.17
V=33.49 in/sec V=31.98 in/sec V=32.71 in/sec
MPH=(33.49 x 3600)/63,360MPH=(31.98 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(32.71 x 3600)/63,360
MPH=1.90 MPH=1.81 MPH=1.85

RUMBLE STRIP:
V=71/1.95 V=71/1.84 V=71/2.07
V=36.41 in/sec V=38.58 in/sec V=34.29 in/sec
MPH=(36.41 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(38.58 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(34.29 x 3600)/63,360
MPH=2.06 MPH=2.19 MPH=1.94

SPEED HUMP:
V=71/2.56 V=71/2.01 V=71/2.07
V=27.73 in/sec V=35.32 in/sec V=34.29 in/sec
MPH=(27.73 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(35.32 x 3600)/63,360 MPH=(34.29 x 3600)/63,360
MPH=1.57 MPH=2.00 MPH=1.94



TRIAL 1 DATA VISUALIZATION

This line graph shows the first trial run on 
each track in the number of seconds to 

complete.
This line graph shows the first trial run on 

each track in Miles Per Hour



SECOND TRIAL DATA VISUALIZATION

This line graph shows the second trial run on 
each track in the number of seconds to 

complete.
This line graph shows the second trial run on 

each track in Miles Per Hour



THIRD TRIAL DATA VISUALIZATION

This line graph shows the third trial run on 
each track in the number of seconds to 

complete.

This line graph shows the third trial run on 
each track in Miles Per Hour



DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

What I observed during this experiment is that traffic calming devices do work for the most part.  I now 
understand why speed bumps are found on the streets, speed humps are found in parking lots, and 
rumble strips are found on the side of the highway.  Speed bumps are taller than speed humps.  It is 
assumed that cars will be traveling at a higher rate of speed on the street (25 mph in a residential zone 
where they are found) than they would be traveling in a parking lot (usually 5 mph). Since speed bumps 
showed a higher result of slowing the vehicle they are the better choice to be on the street. Rumble strips 
do not really slow the vehicle down however when run over they create a noise, known as a rumble.  This 
alerts the driver that they are veering off the road.  After testing 5 vehicles for this experiment to find the 
one that would perform the best I realized that the ground clearance of a vehicle has a direct impact on 
how it will react to going over the speed bump and speed hump.



IMPLICATIONS AND IDEAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

After looking at the data I was able to determine the effectiveness of the traffic calming devices 
used. I learned that the rumble strips had no effect on slowing a vehicle. The speed hump did an 
ok job to slow the vehicle, however it is not the most effective.  The speed bump was the most 
effective at slowing the vehicle on the test track.  This research shows that both speed bumps and 
speed humps are effective traffic calming devices.

If I were to do this experiment again, I would make sure that my track had four lanes so I didn’t 
have to use one lane for two purposes and I would make sure that the rumble strips were made 
with the same conversion factor as the speed bump and speed hump to see if that would bring a 
different result.  To get different data and results I could change this experiment’s incline (uphill 
track or downhill track) and the track condition (wet or dry). 
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